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Abstract— Appropriate governance of information technology
(IT) is critical to fully harness the benefits of IT investments in
organizations. Enterprise Governance of IT (EGIT) can be
deployed using a mixture of various structures, processes and
relational mechanisms. Examples of process mechanisms are
frameworks and ISO standards, such as COIBT 5 and ISO 27001.
Yet, despite the availability of well-defined standards and
frameworks as effective EGIT practices, organizations face a great
deal of challenges when adopting these best-practices for process
improvement, even more so when using multiple practices
simultaneously. In order to reduce the perceived complexity of these
practices and their complementary use, an Enterprise Architecture
(EA) metamodel representation of ISO 27001 and its mapping with
COBIT 5 was proposed using ArchiMate, an EA modeling
language. To enable the completeness of the metamodel, ISO 27001
is extended with the ISO Technical Specification 33052 and 33072
which propose a Process Reference Model and a Process
Assessment Model respectively. Afterwards, the research proposal
was demonstrated by applying the ISO 27001 and COBIT 5
mapping metamodel to a COBIT 5 process. To demonstrate how
this research helps reduce the perceived complexity of simultaneous
assessments, a field study was conducted in a real organization for
a specific COBIT 5 process. Finally, through peer-reviewed
communication of early iterations of the proposal and interviews
with field experts, the research proposal was evaluated based on
generic evaluation criteria according to Design Science Research
Methodology (DSRM).
Keywords— ArchiMate, COBIT 5, Enterprise Architecture,
Enterprise Governance of Information Technology, ISO 27001,
ISO TS 33072.

I. INTRODUCTION
IT has the potential to support both existing and new
business strategies, and as such it has moved from being a
commodity service to be a strategic asset within today's digital
enterprises [1]. Given this relatively new-found importance of
IT, Enterprise Governance of IT (EGIT) has also gained new
focus [1].
EGIT can be defined as "an integral part of corporate
governance and addresses the definition and implementation
of processes, structures and relational mechanisms in the
organization that enable both business and IT people to
execute their responsibilities in support of business/IT
alignment and the creation of business value from IT-enabled
business investments" [1].

Examples of process mechanisms are EGIT frameworks,
Best Practices and ISO standards. The term EGIT Practices is
used throughout this paper to refer to all standards and
frameworks described.
While there is no single, complete, off-the-shelf EGIT
Practice, there are several EGIT Practices available that can
serve as useful starting points for developing a governance
model [2]. Researchers agree that COBIT, ITIL, and ISO
27000 family are the most valuable and popular practices
currently being adopted [3-5].
However, a recent study highlighted the fact that, despite
acknowledging the importance of adopting EGIT Practices,
many organizations have not adopted them [6]. Also,
Winniford points out that less than half of the US companies
surveyed had implemented any type of IT service management
practice [7].
Thus, the main goal of this research is to reduce the
complexity of COBIT 5 and ISO 27001 by designing visual
models of these EGIT Practices, facilitating in this way their
understanding. Therefore, we propose to use ArchiMate, as the
Enterprise Architecture (EA) language, to model COBIT 5 and
ISO 27001 metamodels, enabling in this way the integration of
these EGIT Practices.
To enable this integration, we also present a modeled
extension of ISO 27001 with the recent ISO Technical
Specification (TS) 33052 – Process Reference Model (PRM)
and ISO TS 33072 – Process Assessment Model (PAM) as
these documents define relevant concepts that may be matched
to COBIT concepts.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents a
more detailed description of the research methodology;
Section III states the problem in-depth; Section IV presents the
related literature which describe the mechanisms and other
approaches that inspired this research; Section V presents the
proposal; Section VI presents an example demonstration of
our mapping and integration; Section VII presents the
theoretical evaluation for our models; Finally, Section VIII
contains final conclusions, limitations and discussion of future
work related to the topic.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Our research follows the Design Science Research
Methodology (DSRM). It involves a rigorous process to
design artifacts to solve observed problems, to make research
contributions, to evaluate the designs, and to communicate the
results to appropriate audiences [8].
As per [9], this research methodology is applied according
to the two processes of DSR in Information Systems: Build
and Evaluate. Building is the process of constructing an
artifact for a specific purpose; evaluation is the process of
determining how well the artifact performs [9]. The Build

process is in this research composed by two stages (Constructs
Definitions and Model Construction) whereas the Evaluate
process is comprised by only one (Evaluation) (Table I).

TABLE I. DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Build
Constructs
Model
Definitions
Construction
- Domain Definition
- ISO 27001 and
- ISO 27001 and ISO ISO TS 33072
TS 33052/33072 to
Metamodel
ArchiMate
- Integration of
Ontological Mapping COBIT 5 and ISO
27001 Metamodels

Evaluate
Evaluation
- Prat’s
Criteria
Hierarchy
- Field
study and
interviews

III. PROBLEM
Despite the growing importance of EGIT in organizations,
several problems regarding EGIT Practices remain. IT
organizations are facing the challenging, but necessary,
transition to manage IT based on business priorities. They are
looking for EGIT mechanisms, such as ISO 27001 and COBIT
5, to help them meet the challenge [10]. In fact, their adoption
and practice is argued to be the most effective approach and
guidance for organizations first considering proper
implementation of EGIT [11].
The implementation of EGIT Practices should be consistent
with the enterprise’s risk management and control framework,
appropriate for the enterprise, and integrated with other
methods and practices that are being used [12]. Therefore,
management and staff must understand what to do, how to do
it and why it is important to do it [12]. However, there seems
to be some confusion regarding EGIT Practices and how best
to use them [10].
For example, there is no fully complete EGIT Practice to be
used as a comprehensive off-the-shelf solution to ensure the
alignment between service management and the organization’s
concepts and artifacts [13]. In fact, different EGIT Practices
are often used as complementary and, most of the times,
simultaneously too. Parallel projects imply a duplication of
investments and costs, and even with shared infrastructures we
cannot avoid a duplication of data repositories, procedures and
human resources, being hard to define a way for teams not to
compete or maintain different efforts aligned [13].
Since all these EGIT Practices overlap, using them
independently prevents organizations from asserting full IT
management and governance because each practice has
limitations in its application to the management of specific IT
areas [14].
Individually, it has been stated that COBIT cannot work
alone as it is not very detailed, and shows what to do but not
how to do [15]. Moreover, its implementation was found to be
difficult as it is too generic, and thus requires expert
knowledge [16].

Regarding ISO 27001 many organizations find it difficult
and challenging to implement this practice along with other
information security management practices [17]. Being
employed as a standalone guide and not being integrated into a
wider practice for EGIT makes it difficult for organizations
that adopt ISO 27000 family standards to implement other
EGIT Practices [18].
Therefore, in a time when organizations strive to be efficient
and effective, it seems counter-intuitive to be wasting
resources by having different organizational departments
handling both approaches independently [19]. In that way,
organizations are avoiding implementing different EGIT
Practices, despite recognizing its importance.
To sum up, the problem that this research intends to help
solve is the following one: Organizations struggle with the
complexity and difficulty of understanding different EGIT
Practices,
and
thus
adopting
these
practices
simultaneously needs large investments, that sometimes
even prevent their adoption.
The adoption of COBIT 5 in organizations is widely
described as challenging due to the high perceived complexity
of COBIT 5 [1]. In contrast to objectively measurable
complexity, perceived complexity results from the distinctions
made by a subjective observer [20].
IV. RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe the main theories and concepts
that form the basis of our proposal.
A. COBIT 5
COBIT 5 is based on five principles: meeting stakeholder
needs; covering the enterprise end-to-end; applying a single,
integrated framework; enabling a holistic approach; and
separating governance from management [21]. Together these
principles enable enterprises to assemble and deploy an
effective EGIT and management framework and thus support
striking balance between benefits realization, risk management
and resources [21].
COBIT 5 evolution unified ISACA's three frameworks: Val
IT, a value delivery focused framework; Risk IT, a risk
management focused framework and previous COBIT
versions. Hence this allowed COBIT 5 to cover the lifecycle
of governance and management within the scope of enterprise
IT [1] COBIT 5 also introduced a new process-reference
model, new processes, updated and expanded goals and
metrics, and alignment with the ISO 15504 process-capabilityassessment model [21].
B. ISO 27001 and ISO TS 33052/33072
The ISO 27000 standard family is known as the
"Information Security Management System (ISMS) Family of
Standards", providing best practice recommendations on
information security management within the context of a
broad ISMS [22]. Providing guidelines to follow in
implementing and running an ISMS, it enables organizations
to assemble a framework for managing the security of

information assets. Independent assessment of implemented
ISMS is also covered in these standards [22].
ISO 27001 provides requirements for implementing,
maintaining, and improving an ISMS [23]. Organizations
implement this standard to address security requirements in a
consistent, repeatable, and auditable manner [24]. An ISMS
provides risk management processes such that it preserves
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information. It is
of importance that this risk management process is integrated
with the organization's processes and information security is
included in a holistic manner within the scope of process
design, information systems and controls.
Published in 2016, ISO TS 33072 [25] is an International
Standard Technical Specification that proposes a Process
Assessment Model (PAM) enabling the assessment of
processes based on the ISO 27001 requirements statements.
To be able to perform an assessment, ISO TS 33072 presents
Base Practices and Information Items/Outcomes which
compose the processes defined in ISO TS 33052 [26].
Conceptually, these Base Practices and Information Items are
similar to COBIT 5 own Base Practices and Work Products
and can be shown to be related as COBIT’s holistic nature
provides coverage over the domain of information security.
C. Integrating EGIT Practices
The basic difference between COBIT and ISO 27001 is that
ISO 27001 is only focused on information security, whereas
COBIT is focused on more general information technology
controls. Thus, COBIT has a broader coverage of general
information technology topics, but does not have as many
detailed information security requirements as ISO 27001 [27].
Alignment between COBIT and ISO 27001 has been
approached by several researches [5, 12, 27, 28] but these
researches either map EGIT Practices at a very abstract level,
matching process similarity criteria [24, 28], or have mapped
previous versions that have been superseded such as COBIT
4.1 and ISO 27001:2005 [5, 12, 27].
Despite these obstacles, such researches provide valuable
guidance regarding the alignment of the current versions of
COBIT and ISO 27001. One such case is the choice of which
process is most adequate for a mapping demonstration. A
sought for trait is a high level of similarity between
corresponding processes described by the EGIT Practices. For
this issue, [28] provide a process level method for analysis
between ISO 27001 and COBIT.
D. ArchiMate
The objective of the ArchiMate language is to provide welldefined relationships between concepts in different
architectures, the detailed modeling of which may be done
using other, standard, or proprietary modeling languages.
Concepts in the ArchiMate language cover the business,
application, and technology layers of an enterprise and provide
an extended layer that represents the motivation. Services
offered by one layer to another play an important role in
relating the layers [29].
ArchiMate provides a uniform representation for diagrams
that describe EAs and offers an architectural approach that

describes and visualizes the different architecture domains and
their underlying relations and dependencies [30].
E. ArchiMate and EGIT Practices
As far as the authors are aware, there are few approaches
that propose to model and integrate EGIT mechanisms using
ArchiMate as the architecture’s modeling language, enabling
the integration of these EGIT Practices in a standard-based EA
representation. We would like to highlight three of them:
Almeida et al. mapped, modeled, and integrated COBIT 5
and COSO in ArchiMate [31].
Another research [32] proposed a model that uses TIPA [33]
for the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL),
COBIT PAM and ArchiMate to analyze the impact of ITIL
implementation on COBIT processes performance, and viceversa.
Furthermore, a technical report from the Luxembourg
Institute of Science and Technology presents the whole
outputs of the conceptual alignment between concepts used to
model EA (based on ArchiMate, TOGAF, IAF and DoDAF)
and concepts of the Information System Security Risk
Management domain model.
These researches were an important contribution to our
research. In this research, we decided to use the COBIT 5
metamodel proposed by [32], since the scope of this paper is
to map COBIT 5 and ISO 27001.
F. Modeling Techniques and Principles
While there are several EGIT Practices well established to
support management and Enterprise Governance of IT, there is
a lack of theoretical foundation [34], which can contribute to
the evolution and adaptation of said EGIT Practices.
To support and enable these evolutions it is common to use
models as a form of abstraction from real word scenarios. If
the object of research is an abstraction and as such, already a
model, then we create models of models, or so-called
metamodels as per the defined model stack [35] in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Model Stack [34]

Metamodels provide concepts, properties, operations and
relations needed to design any kind of model [36], enabling
the integration of multiple models into a single model by
establishing well-defined relationships.

In order to develop high quality models, [37] proposed the
so-called guidelines of modeling, which propose six principles
to raise the quality of information modeling. Since our
metamodels are models of models, these principles are
applicable and are as follows:
1. Principle of construction adequacy states that the
quality of a model depends on the representation of
reality, the designer viewpoint and context of
modeling;
2. Principle of language adequacy is related to the
adequacy of the chosen modeling language. In our
case, ArchiMate is adequate to model and integrate
the structural components of COBIT 5 and ISO
27001;
3. Principle of economic efficiency suggests restriction
on economic factors, meaning that the organization
should consider the cost-benefit of modeling;
4. (5.) Principles of clarity and systematic design are in
regard of the comprehensibility of the model.
Systematic design requires consistency and
comprehensiveness of the models. These are
important for metamodel integration as they
directly contribute to the goal of this research of
reducing perceived complexity;
6. Principle of comparability is also of importance in
the metamodel level as metamodels are often used
to compare different instances at an abstraction
level.
Reference [34] propose that these principles must be
extended with three other guidelines to be applicable to
metamodeling. The first guideline is “A metamodel has to
reveal its principle of metaization” meaning that there must be
an ontological metamodel which forms the base of the
developed metamodels – this is covered by the ontological
mapping in the proposal.
The second guideline states that the metamodeling should
be clear in “mapping between a concept and its meaning in
the scope of the metamodel”. This translates to minimizing or
removing linguistic defects such as synonyms or homonyms,
where components in different EGIT Practices might have the
same name with different semantic meanings. For this
research, the ArchiMate metamodel bridges the gaps between
concepts.
The third guideline proposed is the “use of semantically
rich connections”. This is since EGIT Practices relationships
such as ‘is created by’ or ‘contains’ are not elementary and/or
ambiguous. Thus, a language with semantically rich
connections, such as ArchiMate, should be able to provide the
designers with the necessary tools to express such
relationships.
V. PROPOSAL
One of the most important sections of IT within COBIT, is
information security management that covers confidentiality,

integrity and availability of resources. Since the issue raised is
the area covered by the standard ISO 27001, the best option to
meet information security management in COBIT
infrastructure is mapping the ISO 27001 standard [27]. The
purpose of the mapping is to provide an integrated way for
complementary use of COBIT and ISO 27001 for information
security management.
Mainly, there are two reasons to start with the conceptual
metamodeling of these practices [34]. COBIT 5 is well
structured in domains, processes and other components and,
therefore, closed and self-contained. Also, COBIT is holistic
and represents (nearly) all tasks and processes an IT
organization should carry out. ISO 27001 was chosen because
it is a security standard for Information Security Management
System (ISMS) that is a highly dynamic and complex task due
to constant change in the information technology domain [38].
To achieve this mapping, for each COBIT 5 process we
looked for every related ISO 27001 control category. Upon
assessing the applicability of each mapping, we mapped each
individual ISO 27001 control to all COBIT 5 processes. We
found that every control in each category was related to the
process, meaning that once we found matching process and
control categories, none of its controls were irrelevant. To
enable a consistent and comprehensive integration, all related
concepts must be mapped, including COBIT 5 Base Practices
and Work Products. Although the ISO 27001 does not
describe equivalent concepts, the recent ISO TS 33052 and
ISO TS 33072 do describe similar concepts.
Reference [28] provides empirical evidence to support a
certain process choice for demonstration. In this paper, we
decided to use the COBIT 5 process "Manage Service
Requests and Incidents" for our demonstration which equates
to the process "Incident and service request management" in
[28], which presents a strong relation between the COBIT 5
process and the ISO 27001 controls.
As stated, there are in the literature some mappings
regarding these EGIT Practices [27, 28]. However, as the
authors are aware, none of the researches use the latest version
of both COBIT 5 and ISO 27001 (this means that they map
older versions of these mechanisms). Moreover, they do not
use an EA representation.
Therefore, we propose to use ArchiMate, as the EA
language, to model COBIT 5 and ISO 27001 metamodels,
enabling in this way the integration of these EGIT Practices.
A. ISO 27001 Metamodel
To develop a metamodel for ISO 27001 using ArchiMate,
we first mapped the main ISO 27001 and ArchiMate concepts,
as shown in Table II.

TABLE II. ISO 27001 AND ARCHIMATE ONTOLOGICAL MAPPING

ISO 27001
Concept
Requirement
Control
Objective

Control

Organization

Top
Management

Risk Owner

Information
Security
Needs

ISO 27001 Concept
Description [22]
Need that is stated,
generally
implied
or
obligatory.
Statement describing what
is to be achieved as a result
of implementing controls.
Measure that is modifying
risk.
Person or group of people
that has its own functions
with responsibilities to
achieve its objectives.
Person or group of people
who directs and controls an
organization at the highest
level.
Person or entity with the
accountability and authority
to manage a risk.
Policy - intentions and
direction
of
an
organization.
Information need - insight
necessary
to
manage
objectives, goals, risks and
problems.
External context - external
environment including key
drivers and trends.

ArchiMate
Notation
Requirement

ArchiMate Concept Description
[30]
A statement of need that must be
realized by a system.

Goal

An end state that a stakeholder
intends to achieve.

ArchiMate
Representation

A behavior element that groups
behavior based on an ordering of
activities. It is intended to produce
a defined set of products of
business services.
An entity that performs behavior in
an organization such as business
processes or functions.

Business
Process

Business
Actor

Stakeholder

Business
Role

The role of an individual, team, or
that represents their interests in, or
concerns relative to, the outcome of
the architecture.
A named specific behavior of a
business actor participating in a
given context.

A driver is defined as something
that creates, motivates, and fuels
the change in an organization.

Driver

As this research extends the ISO 27001 metamodel with ISO
TS 33052 and 33072 concepts, these are also ontologically
mapped to ArchiMate in Table III.

Based on these ontological mappings, we propose the
metamodel as shown in Fig. 2.
Some considerations regarding this ISO 27001 metamodel:

Table III. ISO TS 33052/33072 AND ARCHIMATE ONTOLOGICAL MAPPING

ISO TS
33052/33072
Concept
Process

Base Practice

Information
Item/Outcomes

ISO TS 33052/33072 Concept
Description [25, 26]
Set of interrelated or interacting
activities which transforms inputs
into outputs.
Activity that, when consistently
performed, contributes to achieving
a specific process purpose.
Observable result of the successful
achievement of the process purpose.

ArchiMate
Notation

ArchiMate Concept
Description [30]

Business
Process

As per Table II.

Business
Process

As per Table II.

Business
Object

A business object is defined
as a passive element that has
relevance from a business
perspective.

ArchiMate
Representation

Fig. 2. ISO 27001 and ISO TS 33052/33072 Metamodel

Controls realize requirements by derived relationship through
Control Objectives; Requirements influence Control
Objectives meaning that implementation of ISO 27001 should
fit an organization's risk management and processes already in
place. Thus, an organization's needs become a driver which
influences requirements, which in turn influence the controls
needed to be implemented.
The ISO 27001 presents a set of normative requirements,
including a set of controls for management and mitigation of
the risks associated with the information assets which the
organization seeks to protect. This motivation – Driver in the
ArchiMate language – influences which requirements the
organization should implement, whether they are security,
legal or business requirements.
Thus, as the organizational needs influence the general
requirements, so does the choice of those general requirements
influence the set of controls (or control categories) and other
specific requirements to be implemented.
Also, it is important to note that while ISO TS 33075
Information Items/Outcomes are conceptually equivalent to
COBIT’s Work Products as they follow the same logic and
metamodel defined in the ISO 15504 standard (which is the
reference model for maturity models such as the ISO TS
33072), we keep the Information Items terminology
throughout this paper to distinguish the COBIT and ISO
input/output concepts.
B. Integration of EGIT Practices Metamodels Using
ArchiMate
In Fig. 3 we propose a metamodel that encompasses COBIT
5, ISO 27001 and ISO TS 33052/33072 using ArchiMate.
Some considerations regarding this model: COBIT 5 processes
and ISO 27001 controls are related by structural association,
meaning they can be mapped from one to another and viceversa; A COBIT 5 process is composed by one or more ISO
27001 control categories. Each category contains a single
control objective and one or more controls.

This integration model is based on the mapping between
COBIT 5 processes and ISO 27001 controls performed by the
authors. By semantically assessing the descriptions of both
processes, control objectives and controls, it was found that
when a COBIT 5 process matches one or more ISO 27001
control categories, all the controls pertaining to that set are
relevant to the COBIT 5 process. Thus, we consider a direct

Fig. 3. COBIT 5 – ISO 27001 – ISO TS 33052/33072 Metamodel

structural association between ISO 27001 controls and a
COBIT 5 process due to the more generalized scope of
COBIT 5 where its processes, in some way or another, relate
to an information asset which can be protected.
Regarding the relationships between Base Practices, while
some ISO 27001 controls map exclusively to some ISO TS
33052 process and vice-versa, and therefore its related Base
Practices, this is not always the case and thus we cannot state
that all controls map directly to these processes; but all
controls map to one or more Base Practices in an ad-hoc
relation. Consequently, the same reasoning applies to Work
Products and Information Items.
C. Modeling Principles Fitness
1) Principle of construction adequacy
This principle judges the adequacy of the model to the
reality, the designer’s viewpoint, and modeling context.
Context wise, the models in this proposal are fundamentally
theoretical, and as such they have been developed based on the
EGIT Practices’ documentation and the related literature.
Accordingly, the designer’s (the authors’) viewpoint is also
theoretical and thus the models are focused on abstracting the
concepts and establishing the existing relationships between
the determined concepts.
As the models strictly follow the architectures described in
the EGIT Practices’ documentations, we consider the models
to fit adequately for the intended purposes.
2) Principle of language adequacy
The ArchiMate core language provides the basic concepts
and relationships to fulfil the general EA modeling needs. It
offers an architectural approach that describes and visualizes
the different architecture domains and their underlying
relations and dependencies.
As such, ArchiMate fits the purpose of our metamodels
which is to compare, map and integrate different EGIT
Practices at a component level. As this principle also includes
consistency and completeness, meaning that our models do not
include any symbol that is not present in the language
metamodel, our ontological mapping between ISO 27001, ISO
TS 33052/33072 and COBIT 5 (in the related literature) shows
that ArchiMate is adequate as our modeling language.
3) Principle of economic efficiency
As our goal is to develop an integration metamodel from a
theoretical perspective, this principle is in a sense, not
applicable to the development of our models, although in
practice reducing the perceived complexity of integrating
COBIT and ISO 27001 promotes economic efficiency within
an organization as an outcome of this research.
4) 5) Principle of clarity and systematic design
This principle is assured by the modeling language
ArchiMate, as a visual architectural language, and our
ontological mapping between its concepts and the EGIT
Practices concepts, since we include all relevant concepts for
the scope of this research, thus obtaining a comprehensive
metamodel which fulfils the systematic design principle.
6) Principle of comparability
As the goal of this research is to compare and integrate the
COBIT and ISO 27001 metamodels, this principle is fulfilled

by bridging semantical discrepancies through the ArchiMate
metamodel. Moreover, as COBIT is a comprehensive EGIT
Practice that also provides coverage of the ISM domain, many
concepts are semantically compatible and therefore
comparable.
VI. DEMONSTRATION
This section describes the assessment performed for the
COBIT 5 process “DSS02 – Manage Service Requests and
Incidents” in a real organization, the Portuguese Navy’s IT
Oversight division (Superintendência de Tecnologias de
Informação – STI), specifically in the Computer Incident
Response Capability Core (Núcleo CIRC – NCIRC)
responsible for Information Security Management (ISM) and
the IT and Communications Administration (Direção de
Tecnologias de Informação e Comunicação – DITIC) which
houses the service requests and incident Service Desk.
In order to properly assess the process in an unfamiliar
organization, it was relevant to first establish the context of the
process performed in a top-down perspective, as to enable us
to describe holistically the “as-is” state of the process.
In 2015, the Navy’s STI compiled an Administrative
Directive (Directiva Sectorial da STI, 2015) document
describing, within STI’s scope, future goals, and lines of
action to achieve those goals. From this document we could
establish the relevant Strategic Goals (modeled by a Goal
concept in ArchiMate), Lines of Action (modeled as the
homonym concept in ArchiMate 3.0 Strategic Layer) and from
these, establish which STI competencies (modeled as
Capability concept in ArchiMate 3.0 Strategic Layer) and
actual resources (modeled as Resource concept in ArchiMate
3.0 Strategic Layer) are relevant (DITIC and NCIRC) to drilldown and assess the process in question.
With the relevant resources established, we modeled the
contextual organizational viewpoint of the process. Its utility
is to understand at a glance which functions, and internal
processes are triggered by incident or service request events,
what roles and actors are assigned to those functions, and what
applications and applicational data are involved in this
management process.
To enable the process capability assessment, it was then
required to assess the existence of process deliverables as
outputs and match them to COBIT 5 “Output” definitions.
To this end, we compiled an interview questionnaire with a
set of questions for each “Base Practice”.
Once the process was assessed and found to be at Capability
Level 1 and thus the “DSS02 – Manage Service Requests and
Incidents” “Outputs” are largely defined and produced, we can
assert that the process “Outcomes” are realized. We can then
map the assessed COBIT 5 process “Outputs” to their ISO TS
33072 counterparts and then trace back to the mapped ISO
27001 controls.
Figure 4 shows the resulting ArchiMate viewpoint of the
mapped concepts. The “incident and service request
classification schemes and models” output is marked as
orange because while it was assessed to be defined and used, it
was also assessed to not be properly managed (a requirement

for further Process Capability Level achievement). Thus, we
cannot assert that the mapped ISO 27001 control is completely
executed. As such, it becomes an identified “pain point” of the
“as-is” process and a target for process improvement.
The COBIT 5 process outputs “fulfilled service requests”
and “approved service requests” are marked blue and show no
relation to ISO TS 33072 Information Items (and so they are
unable to trace back to ISO 27001 controls) since COBIT 5
framework has a broader coverage of EGIT domains than ISO
27001, so they fall out-of-scope for ISO 27001 controls.
The ISO 27001 controls within the “17.1 – Business
Continuity” control group are marked red as they are related to
COBIT 5 process inputs and as such, they are to be assessed
and mapped from the outputs of COBIT 5 another process.
VII. EVALUATION
Existing frameworks for evaluation in DSR characterize
evaluation strategies along two dimensions, naturalistic versus
artificial, and ex-ante versus ex-post. Ex-post evaluates
instantiation classed artifacts while ex-ante evaluation assesses
an uninstantiated artifact [40]. Naturalistic evaluation explores
the performance of a solution technology in its real
environment. Artificial evaluation includes laboratory
experiments, field experiments, simulations, criteria-based

analysis, theoretical arguments and mathematical proofs [41].
With these evaluation strategies in mind, this research was
evaluated in a two-fold manner: in earlier iterations the
evaluation was on an ex-ante, artificial based evaluation
through the theoretical instantiation presented in Chapter 5 as
well as criteria-based analysis and peer-reviews. More recent
iterations were evaluated on an ex-post and combination of
naturalistic and artificial evaluation strategies through an
instantiation in a real organization and by interviewing our
point-of-contact practitioners in the Portuguese Navy with a
criteria-based questionnaire as to assess the applicability of
our models.
For this questionnaire we used the evaluation criteria
hierarchy recommended by Prat et al. [40] described in Figure
5, which highlights in blue the criteria selected for the earlier –
ex-ante, artificial – evaluations and in red the criteria relevant
for the later – ex-post, naturalistic – evaluation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrate the modeling and integration of
COBIT 5 and ISO 27001 metamodels using ArchiMate,
enabling the integration of these EGIT Practices and their
inclusion into the scope of existing EA techniques.
Thus, we believe the visual representation of COBIT 5 and

Fig. 4 Instantiation of a COBIT process with ISO controls, base practices, and information items

Fig. 5 Evaluation Criteria Hierarchy

ISO 27001 metamodels facilitate knowledge sharing,
understanding and communication of these EGIT Practices.
Moreover, we found that COBIT 5 processes match
groupings of ISO 27001's control objectives and controls,
named control categories and a process can match one or more
category. This enables us to say that a large majority of
COBIT 5 processes have some relationship with ISO 27001
controls.
Yet, this research also has some limitations. EA models
size, level of detail and complexity can make its analysis by
human means only a hard task [29]. Moreover, as ArchiMate
is a graphical language, it is not prone to automatic analysis.
From our evaluation interviews we also noted that ArchiMate
models heavily depend on the stakeholder analyzing the
architecture. As such, the required knowledge of the
ArchiMate core framework and metamodel is also a limitation.
In the future, we plan to implement our EGIT Practices
integration models into an EA Management software that will
allow us to answer to questions such as: “Attending to the
allocated resources, within the different EA layers, what is the
cost of maintaining a given COBIT 5 process in my

organization?” or “How many resources do we have allocated
to comply with a given ISO 27001 control?”
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